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Abstract This paper integrates the insight that exporting firms are typically more productive and employ higher skilled workers into a directed search model of the labor market. The model generates a skill premium as well as residual wage inequality among identical workers. Trade liberalization causes two types of reallocation of workers: a) within industries towards more productive, exporting firms, thus increasing the skill premium and residual inequality, and b) across industries towards comparative advantage industries, which may dampen or enhance the within-industry reallocation effect. Numerical simulations show that the impact of trade on both forms of inequality is relatively small.
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Introduction The interplay between international trade and income inequality has garnered much at-



tention; a large empirical literature points to a (weak) positive relationship between these two developments.1 Concurrently, an extensive literature has studied firm dynamics in the context of international trade, documenting that exporting firms are typically more productive and employ higher skilled workers than non-exporters.2 This paper integrates these insights from the heterogeneous firms literature with a frictional labor market and presents a model which generates both across- and within-group inequality in face of increased trade. As such, the model is able to explain the findings from the empirical literature on trade and inequality. In the model, trade liberalization causes a within-industry reallocation of workers to higher productivity (exporting) firms. As these high productivity firms employ relatively more high skill workers, the relative demand for high-skilled workers rises, increasing the skill premium. At the same time, trade causes relative demand to be shifted towards the skill group that is more intensively used in the comparative advantage industries. This across-industries effect, which is essentially the Stolper–Samuelson effect, can have a positive or negative effect on the skill premium. The model therefore predicts an ambiguous effect of trade on the skill premium, consistent with the empirical findings. The reallocation of workers within an industry also has an impact on within-group inequality: opening to trade increases employment at large, high wage firms and hence increases within-group inequality. In the first part of the paper, I demonstrate how opening to trade can increase inequality in a simple one sector directed search model. Building on Shi (2002, 2005) and Shimer (2005), output is produced by many firms which vary in their technology, and workers differ by their level of skill. Skills and technology are complementary: skilled workers have a 1



See Feenstra and Hanson (2003) for a U.S.-focused study and Goldberg and Pavcnik (2007) for as survey of developing countries. 2 See Bernard et al. (2007a).
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comparative advantage with the high technology, generating a skill premium. Firms post wages to attract workers who observe the posted wages and then select a firm to which to apply. Workers can only apply to one vacancy at a time and cannot coordinate amongst each other; such search friction generates equilibrium unemployment. The competitive nature of the labor market requires that all vacancies offer workers the same expected utility. When workers apply, they trade off the probability of being chosen for a position and the wage they would receive should they be hired. Firms take this trade-off as given when they post their wage offers. Since more productive firms have a stronger incentive to fill their vacancies, they attract more applicants by posting higher wages. Differences in firm productivity thus translate into residual wage inequality. Firms have the choice of either selling their output domestically or in the world market. The world market price exceeds the domestic price, but firms must pay a fixed cost in order to export. Hence, only the most productive firms engage in exporting. Since the most productive firms employ high-skill workers, opening the economy increases the relative demand for high-skill workers and hence increases the skill premium. I then extend this simple one sector model into a dynamic multi-sector model with firms which are large in the sense that they no longer are restricted to hiring only one worker. This allows me to incorporate the search framework into a standard monopolistic competitive framework similar to Melitz (2003) and Bernard et al. (2007b). However, differently from Helpman et al. (2010), who also incorporate a labor search framework into the heterogeneous firm trade framework, wages are not determined by bargaining, but rather by wage posting. The labor market in the model is therefore similar to Kaas and Kircher (2011). The advantage of the competitive search approach is that it overcomes the problem of over-hiring that arises with bargaining; in the absence of the non-competitiveness in the output market, the labor market is constrained efficient. As in the static model, firm and worker skills are complementary, so larger and more
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productive firms hire relatively more high skilled workers. In order to hire more workers, larger firms post more vacancies, but also have a higher matching rate per vacancy. The higher matching rate for the firm implies a lower matching rate for the worker; hence larger firms have to offer higher wages. The impact of trade within an industry is similar to the one in the simple one sector model: due to the fixed costs associated with trade, only large firms engage in exporting. As a result, increasing openness increases the labor force at these large, high productivity firms. But, as these firms recruit relatively more high-skilled workers, this increases the relative demand for high skilled workers. Further, larger firms also pay higher wages, so trade increases within-group inequality. Taken together, within an industry, trade increases inequality. However, as in a traditional trade model, trade also causes a reallocation of resources across industries. Import-competing industries shrink while the exporting industries expand. This leads to the Stolper-Samuelson effect: if the comparative advantage industry is more high skill intensive than the import-competing one, the within-industry effect is amplified. On the other hand, the within effect is muted or possibly overturned if the comparative advantage industry is relatively low-skill intensive. In the last section of the paper, I provide a numerical analysis which investigates the relationship between trade and inequality through the lens of the model. As the one industry model suggests, trade increases the demand for high skilled workers within an industry. However, to the extent that trade also causes a redistribution of workers across industries, the skill-upgrading effect may be muted or even overturned if the industry with relatively higher export propensity is relatively low-skill intensive. This result is consistent with the empirical findings which are suggestive of an increase in the skill premium as a result of trade and which find little reallocation of labor across industries. While the model does not make clear predictions for within-group inequality, the simulations show an rise in wage dispersion. The effect is the same as in Helpman et al. (2010): the
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employment at the most productive firms which pay higher wages increases, which increases within-group inequality by dispersing the labor force across different firms. Nevertheless, the effect of trade on both within and across-group inequality is rather small, as only a small fraction of the economy is affected by trade. This paper is closely related to the recent literature that incorporates search models of the labor market into trade models to study the link between inequality and increased trade.3 Davidson et al. (2008a, 2008b) suggest a model in which heterogeneous firms and workers match in a frictional labor-market as in Albrecht and Vroman (2002). In Davidson et al. (2008a) opening the economy to international trade causes an expansion of hightech firms, which in turn increases the skill premium and may lower residual inequality because high skilled workers could cease seeking employment at low-tech firms under certain conditions, whereas in Davidson et al. (2008b) high-skill outsourcing has the opposite effect. King and St¨ahler (2011) embed a directed search model (similar to the one used in the one sector model in this paper) into a standard general equilibrium trade model to study the effect of trade on unemployment. Helpman et al. (2010) develop a model in which exante identical workers are matched with heterogonous firms. The search friction combined with firm heterogeneity generates wage dispersion. Opening the economy to trade increases income inequality, but further increases in openness can either increase or reduce income inequality. Costinot and Vogel (2010) present a model with positive assortative matching between workers with different skills and tasks with different skill intensities and derive comparative statics exercises for a variety of trade patterns. 3



Of course, there is also a large literature using non-search based approaches to study the link between international trade and wage inequality which includes, e.g. Zhu and Trefler (2005), Yeaple (2005), Egger and Kreickemeier (2007), Davis and Harrigan (2007), Amiti and Davis (2008), and Burstein and Vogel (2010).
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2 2.1



One Sector Static Model Environment In this section I present a simple one-sector, partial-equilibrium model to illustrate the



within sector skill-upgrading effect that will be at play in the full model in section 3. The model in this section is a straightforward extension of the directed search framework in Shi (2002) and Shimer (2005). There is a large number of risk-neutral workers, the total labor force is normalized to ¯ of these workers is high-skilled (denoted h) and a fraction (1−h) ¯ low-skilled 1. A fraction h (denoted u). There also is a large number of potential firms, N of which are active in the industry. A firm can become active by paying a fixed cost f e . After paying the fixed cost, the firm draws its productivity, s ≥ 1, from some distribution G(s). In order to produce, a firm must hire a worker. The technology is skill-biased: if a firm hires a low-skilled worker, its output is z, independent of the firm’s productivity. However, if a firm hires a high-skilled worker, it produces sz:    sz y(s, i) =   z



if i = h if i = u



The labor market is frictional in the sense that firms and workers cannot coordinate their actions. Instead, firms and workers play the following three-stage game. After entering and observing their productivity, all firms post their offered wage for each skill level and their selection rule in case multiple workers apply to the vacancy. All firms post within the same labor market; workers are not attached to any industry and are free to apply to any firm. Then, individual workers observe the posted wages and make their application decisions. Lastly, firms select a worker out of the pool of applicants in accordance with the announced selection rule and begin producing output. Unmatched firms and workers produce 0.
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2.2



Worker’s Problem Workers cannot coordinate among each other as to which worker applies to which vacancy.



Following the literature, I impose that identical workers use identical application strategies and focus on symmetric, mixed strategy equilibria. Workers can condition their application probabilities on the type of firm (or vacancy) but not on the identity of the firm. So, all workers with the same skill level will apply to identical vacancies with the same probability. Consequently, it is possible that 2 workers apply to the same vacancy while another vacancy receives no applications. Workers choose their application strategy to maximize their expected wage taking the firms’ offers and other workers’ strategies as given. Let q(s, i) denote the expected number of type i ∈ {h, u} workers at a firm with productivity s, the queue length. Assume that any firm that receives an application from both high and low-skilled workers prefers the high-skilled workers (I will verify below that this is the firm’s optimal strategy). If the firm receives two or more applications of the same, preferred type of worker, the firm randomly chooses one of them. Accordingly, the hiring probabilities are given by 1 − e−q(s,h) g(s, h) = q(s, h) g(s, u) = e−q(s,h)



(1)



1 − e−q(s,u) . q(s, u)



(2) i



The expected wage at one vacancy is denoted U (s, i) = g(s, i)w(s, i). Let U denote the prevailing market utility (expected wage) for a worker of type i. Now consider the case where one type of vacancy offers a higher expected wage than all other vacancies. All workers will apply to this vacancy with probability 1, and the resulting hiring probability for each worker is zero, which is a contradiction. Similarly, any vacancy offering a lower
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expected wage than others will not receive any applicants. Hence, in equilibrium i



U ≥ g(s, i)w(s, i),



q(s, i) ≥ 0;



i ∈ {h, u}



(3)



with complementary slackness. The workers’ optimal application strategy is thus    =0 q(s, i)   ∈ (0, ∞)



if U (s, i) < U if U (s, i) = U



i i



(4)



From (3), the worker’s trade-off becomes apparent: in order to obtain a high wage, the worker must accept a lower hiring probability. This trade-off gives rise to inequality between identical workers (residual inequality). In other words, the underlying firm heterogeneity translates into income inequality: more productive firms are more eager to hire and hence attract a larger expected number of applicants. This lowers the hiring probability for each applicant, forcing more productive firms to post higher wages. 2.3



Firm’s Problem without Exporting A firm with productivity s chooses wages and queue length to maximize expected profits



π(s) = (1 − e−q(s,h) ) (psz − w(s, h)) + e−q(s,h) (1 − e−q(s,u) )(pz − w(s, u)),



where p denotes the price of one unit of output in terms of some numeraire good and w(s, i) denotes the wage paid to a worker of type i at firm type s. Because of anonymity, firms can condition their wage on the skill level of the worker, but not on the worker’s identity. Thus, wages depend only on worker type, firm productivity and firm industry. Using the expected wage condition, (3), wages can be eliminated and the expected profits
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can be written in terms of queue lengths only h



u



π(s) = (1 − e−q(s,h) )psz − q(s, h) U + e−q(s,h) (1 − e−q(s,u) )pz − q(s, u)U .



(5)



Taking first order conditions with respect to the queue length yields



U U



h



≥ e−q(s,h) psz − e−q(s,h) (1 − e−q(s,u) )pz,



u



≥ e−q(s,h) e−q(s,u) pz,



q(s, h) ≥ 0



q(s, u) ≥ 0



(6) (7)



with complementary slackness. From (6) and (7), one can recognize three different types of firms: firms that only attract high-skilled workers, firms that only attract low-skilled workers and firms that attract both types of workers. Substituting (7) as equality into (6) gives



U



h



u



≥ U + e−q(s,h) pz(s − 1),



q(s, h) ≥ 0.



(8)



Using (8) and (7), I can solve for queue lengths and cutoff productivity levels:



   0    h u q(s, h) = log(pz) + log(s − 1) − log(U − U )      log(pz) + log(s) − log(U h )



 u   log(pz) − log(U )    h u q(s, u) = log( U U−U ) − log(s − 1) u      0
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if s < s¯a   if s ∈ s¯a , s¯b ,



(9)



if s > s¯b



if s < s¯a   if s ∈ s¯a , s¯b , if s > s¯b



(10)



where h



a



s¯



u



U −U = + 1, pz



(11)



h



b



s¯



U = u. U



(12)



The expected queue length of low-skilled workers is constant for low productivity firms and then decreasing in firm productivity as the expected queue of high-skilled applicants gets longer. Because low-skilled workers produce the same amount of output independent of the firm’s productivity, all firms that attract no high-skilled workers are effectively identical and hence attract the same number of low-skilled workers. Note that this implies that workers receive the same wage at all of these firms. For firms that also attract high-skilled workers, low-skilled workers serve as an “insurance” in case no high-skilled workers apply. However, as the expected number of high-skilled applicants increases, it becomes increasingly less likely that a low-skilled is selected. From the worker’s trade-off, (3), this increases the wage the firm must promise; once the queue of high-skilled workers becomes sufficiently long, the firm stops attracting low-skill applicants. For high-skilled workers, the expected queue length is increasing in firm productivity. This is because more productive firms have a stronger the incentive to fill a vacancy and produce output. At the same time, in order to attract a long queue of workers, a firm must offer a high wage to compensate for the resulting low hiring probability; thus only the most productive firms can afford to attract a long queue of high-skilled applicants. Now, I can verify that firms indeed prefer high-skilled workers. Solving (3) for wages and h



u



substituting (6) and (7) for U and U gives
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w(s, h) =



  q(s, h) −q(s,h) −q(s,u) −q(s,u) < pz (s − 1) + e e pz (s − 1) + e 1 − e−q(s,h)



w(s, u) =



q(s, u) pze−q(s,u) > pze−q(s,u) 1 − e−q(s,u)



From the two inequalities, it follows that w(s, h) − psz > w(s, u) − pz. The left-hand side of the inequality is the profit generated by hiring a high-skilled worker, while the right-hand side is the profit generated by hiring a low-skilled worker. Since the former is strictly larger than the latter, firms prefer to hire high-skilled workers. Finally, a firm enters an industry if the expected profits are greater than the cost of entry: Z



π(s)dG(s) ≥ f e .



s



2.4



Firm’s Problem with Exporting Now consider the problem of a firm with access to the world market at some fixed cost



f x (in terms of the final good). If the firm chooses to export, it will receive pw > p per unit of output. The firm makes its export decision after hiring a worker. A firm will export if the profits from exporting exceed the profits from domestic sales, i.e. if pw y(s, i) − f x ≥ p y(s, i). Consistent with the empirical evidence that the majority of firms do not export, I focus on the case where f x is large relative to the difference in prices, so only firms in the top of the productivity distribution will find it profitable to export. This implies that firms that hire low-skilled workers will never export.4 Then the cut-off productivity level for exporting is 4



This is not only a natural assumption, but must also be an equilibrium outcome of a general model since some firms in the exporting industry must serve the domestic market.
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given by fx s¯ = . z(pw − p) c



(13)



Depending on the relative magnitude of f x and (pw − p), this cut-off could be above or below the cut-off for firms trying to attract low-skill as well as high-skill workers, s¯b . However, for the remainder of the exposition in this section, I will focus on the case in which the exporting cut-off, s¯c , exceeds s¯b . The case where s¯c < s¯b can be solved similarly. The expected profits of a firm expecting to export if matched with a high-skill worker are given by h



π(s) = (1 − e−q(s,h) ) (pw sz − f x ) − q(s, h)U +



(14) u



e−q(s,h) (1 − e−q(s,u) )pz − q(s, u)U .



Taking first order conditions and solving for the optimal queue lengths gives    0       log(pz) + log(s − 1) − log(U h − U u ) x q (s, h) = h   log(pz) + log(s) − log(U )       log(pw zs − f x ) − log(U h )



 u   log(pz) − log(U )    h u q x (s, u) = log( U U−U ) − log(s − 1) u      0 2.5



if s < s¯a   if s ∈ s¯a , s¯b   if s ∈ s¯b , s¯c



(15)



if s ≥ s¯c



if s < s¯a   if s ∈ s¯a , s¯b



(16)



if s > s¯b



Skill Upgrading Comparing the autarky queue lengths for high-skilled workers (9) with those in the



trade equilibrium (15), it is apparent that the demand for high-skilled workers is increased:
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substituting the exporting condition (13) as equality into (15) shows that a firm that is indifferent between being an exporter and a non-exporter has the same number of expected high-skilled applicants under autarky and under trade. However, for firms with productivity above the cut-off level, the expected queue length of high-skilled workers exceeds that which the firm would attract in autarky. The increase in demand for high-skilled workers at exporting firms causes their expected h



wage to increase in order to restore the equilibrium in the labor market, i.e. U increases. Consequently, firms in the middle of the productivity distribution will reduce their demand for high-skilled workers and in turn increase their demand for low-skilled workers. This, in turn, forces firms at the bottom of the productivity distribution to shorten their queue length of low-skilled applicants; this effect can be seen in Figure 2.1. While the effect of the reallocation of workers within the industry on the skill premium is relatively easy to see, the effect on within-group dispersion is less obvious. Within the sector high-skilled workers are now more concentrated and low-skilled workers are more dispersed, measured by the range of firm productivities. How this translates into within-group wage dispersion depends on the exact distribution of workers across firms and will be explored in the general model in the next section.5 To summarize, within an industry, opening up to trade leads to: 1. an increase in demand for high-skill workers, increasing the skill-premium, 2. a decrease in firm productivity dispersion within high-skill and an increases within low-skill workers, 3. a reduction in fraction of output and employment of low productivity firms. While the within-industry reallocation produces clear results for the skill premium, opening up to trade will also cause a reallocation of workers across industries. The effect of the 5



In a similar model Shi (2005) shows that skill-biased technological progress leads to a decrease in inequality among workers who can use the new technology.
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across-industry reallocation is not obvious; it depends on the relative skill intensities of the industries and the magnitude of the reallocation. This reallocation of workers may intensify the within industry effects or work in the opposite direction. For this reason, overall results may be ambiguous, which is explored in detail in the numerical example in section 4.
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Dynamic Model In this section, I present a multi-sector general equilibrium variant of the competitive



search model presented in the previous section. This allows comparing the relative strength of the within and across industries effect on inequality and helps understanding why the empirical findings on trade and inequality can be ambiguous. I consider a small open economy in a stationary equilibrium. Time is discrete and lasts forever. There is a continuum over workers in the economy; the mass of workers is normalized to one. As before, workers can be of two types, high-skill (h) and low skill (u) and the fraction ¯ Workers are infinity lived, risk-neutral and discount the of high skill workers is given by h. future at rate β. Workers are endowed with one unit of productive time each period. The economy consists of J + 1 sectors (industries), each producing a distinct good, Q(j). The first J industries (manufacturing) produce a composite good consisting of a continuum of many differentiated varieties; each firm in industry j produces one variety k ∈ Kj . Varieties produced in these first J industries are tradable. The composite good of each industry is given by the CES index: #1/ϕ



"Z



y(j, k)ϕ dk



Q(j) =



,



k∈Kj



where y(j, k) denotes the quantity of variety k in industry j and ϕ ∈ (0, 1) governs the elasticity of substitution between the varieties. Firms in industry J + 1 produce a homogeneous, non-tradable good (services) which serves as the numeraire in the economy.
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The final good is an aggregate of all composite goods and the homogeneous good:



Q =



J+1 Y



[Q(j)]ζj ,



j=1



with



PJ+1 j=1



ζj = 1, i.e. ζj is the fraction of aggregate income spent on good j.



Let Pj denote the ideal price index for industry j: Z Pj =



p(j, k)



−ϕ 1−ϕ



! ϕ−1 ϕ



k∈Kj



and by normalization PJ+1 = 1. Utility maximization implies the following demand function for each variety of the differentiated good j −1



y(j, k) = Aj p(j, k) 1−ϕ , ϕ



where Aj = ζj Y (Pj ) 1−ϕ is a demand shifter that each firm takes as given and Y denotes aggregate income. Demand for the homogeneous good J + 1 is given by



y(J + 1) = ζJ+1 Y.



3.1



The Labor Market As before, firms and workers interact in a frictional labor market. Firms recruit workers



by posting vacancies and workers observe these vacancies and then apply to one of them. As a result of this coordination problem, some firms may not fill their vacancies while at the same time some workers remain unemployed. There is a continuum of firms and workers in each industry and workers are small relative to firms, that is each firm employs a continuum of workers. Matched workers and firms remain together until either the firm exits or their match gets
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broken up. Firms exit at rate δ and existing matches break up at rate γ. Thus, an employed worker becomes unemployed at rate π = δ + (1 − δ) γ. A vacancy consists of a flat wage, w, for the duration of the match.6 These long term contracts imply that there potentially is wage dispersion for identical workers within a firm, depending on the timing of their hire. Vacancies are posted into submarkets. All firms post into the same set of submarkets and workers can freely choose between them, i.e. workers are mobile across industries. Submarkets are characterized by the contract offer w and unemployment-vacancy ratio θ. In a submarket, vacancies and workers are matched according to a constant returns matching function. The arrival rate of workers at vacancies is denoted m(θ). Thus, firms that post V vacancies will hire m(θ)V workers. Conversely, the job-finding probability for a worker is m(θ)/θ. m(θ) satisfies m0 (θ) > 0, m00 (θ) < 0, and m(0) = 0. Workers observe all posted vacancies and then decide which submarket to enter. Workers who are matched with the firm start producing in the next period and unmatched workers receive an unemployment benefit b. For a firm it is costly to post vacancies. The cost of posting vacancy depends on the number of vacancies the firm posts for each type and the employment stock of the firm. Let Vu and Vh denote the number of vacancies for low and high skill workers, respectively. The cost for a firm to post these vacancies is given by C(Vu , Vh , u, h); C is monotone increasing and convex in V , (i.e. the marginal cost of posting a vacancy is increasing in the number of vacancies posted) and weakly decreasing in the firm’s employment stock. This captures various recruiting and adjustment cost which are increasing in the number of new hires. 6 Alternatively, one could assume that firms post complete contracts, i.e. state contingent wages and separation probabilities as in Menzio and Shi (2009) and Kaas and Kircher (2011). This, however, has the disadvantage that wages are not uniquely pinned down. Furthermore, if workers are risk-averse, firms would offer (almost) flat wages.
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3.2



The Worker’s Problem The value of being matched with firm s at wage w satisfies:



W(w, s) = w + β [(1 − π) W(w, s) + πU]



where U denotes the time-invariant value of an unemployed worker. The surplus of a match with firm s at wage w can be written as



W(w, s) − U =



w − (1 − β)U 1 − β(1 − π)



(17)



Workers observe the wages posted in each submarket and form expectations about the market tightness in each submarket. They then enter the submarket that offers the highest expected surplus.  W = max (w,s,θ)∈Ω



w − (1 − β)U m(θ) (1 − δ) θ 1 − β(1 − π)



 .



(18)



From (18) the trade-off between the job finding probability and the expected value of the contract is apparent: contracts that offer a high value must be harder to find. As before, this trade-off is the source of the within-group inequality that arises in this framework. Finally, the value of being unemployed satisfies:



(1 − β)U = b + βW



3.3



(19)



The Firm’s Problem in a Tradable Industry An industry is modeled akin to Melitz (2003), amended by the frictional labor market



described above. At the beginning of the period, a potential firm can enter by paying a fixed cost fe in units of the numeraire good (services). After entering, the firm draws its
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productivity s from some distribution G(s). The productivity level remains constant for the life of the firm. Active firms must pay a per period fixed cost of fp to stay active and are subject an to exit shock, δ. Firms produce output according to the following production function:7 h i σ1 σ y(s, u, h) = a ¯ λu uσ + (sρh + λh hρh ) ρh ,



where u and h denote the number of low and high skill workers employed. ρu < 0 and ρh < 0 govern the degree of complementarity between firm and worker productivity and σ ∈ (0, 1) the degree of substitutability between high and low skill workers, λu , λh are positive constants, and a ¯ is an industry specific productivity parameter. Industries may differ with respect to all these production parameters. Furthermore, σ < ϕ, i.e. workers of different skill levels are more complementary (or less substitutable) than varieties within the industry.8 Workers are recruited in a frictional labor market described below. Firms have access to the differentiated goods market in another country (world market). However, in order to export, the firm has to pay a per period fixed cost fx . Also, there is an variable cost (iceberg) cost: in order to sell one unit on the world market, the firm has to ship τx > 1 units. Let the two countries be named H (home) and X (export) and the quantities sold of each variety qH and qX , respectively. Profit maximization for an exporting firm requires the firm to equalize the marginal revenue across markets. Taking into account the iceberg cost and the exchange rate e, this implies for the relative quantities sold by an exporting firm: qH = qX







AX AH







7



−ϕ



−1



τx1−ϕ e 1−ϕ



To simplify notation I will suppress the industry index j if there is no risk of confusion. Estimates for the elasticity of substitution of between college graduates and the rest of the labor force lie in the range of 1.3-1.5. This contrasts to estimates for the elasticity of substitution of between varieties of 2-10. 8
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Using this, the firm’s total revenue is 



−ϕ 1−ϕ



R = AH + Ix τx



e



1 1−ϕ



1−ϕ AX



yϕ,



where Ix is an indicator variable that equals one if the firm decides to export and zero otherwise. The timing within a period is as follows: First, potential entrants pay the entry cost and draw their productivity shock. At the same time, for existing firms, the separation shock (from a worker) and exit shock are realized. Second, firms make their recruitment decisions. Third, firms and workers are matched. Unemployed workers will always be able to search, even if they separated in the same period. Lastly, production takes place. Newly formed matches are not productive in the current period. 3.3.1



The Incumbent’s Problem



The incumbent’s objective is to choose its vacancy posting and export decision to maximize the discounted firm’s profit stream. Let Wu and Wh denote the wage bill committed to low and high skill workers respectively and xˆ next period’s value of any variable x. The value of an active firm is given by



V(s, u, h, Wu , Wh ) =



max (Ix ,wu ,wh ,θu ,θh ,Vu ,Vh )



h iϕ σ σ ρh ρh ρh σ A(Ix )¯ a λu u + (s + λh h )



−Wu − Wh − Cu (Vu , u) − Ch (Vh , h) − fp − Ix fx ˆ W ˆ u, W ˆ h) +β(1 − δ)V(ˆ s, uˆ, h,
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(20)



subject to



uˆ = (1 − γu )u + m(θu )Vu



(21)



ˆ = (1 − γh )h + m(θh )Vh h



(22)



ˆ i = (1 − γi )Wi + m(θi )Vi wi , W Vi ≥ 0,



i = u, h



(23)



i = u, h



wi = (1 − β)Ui +



(24) θi (1 − β(1 − π)) W i, m(θi ) (1 − δ)



θi > 0,



i = u, h



(25)



h i1−ϕ −ϕ −1 where A(Ix ) = AH + Ix τ 1−ϕ e 1−ϕ AX . The set of constraints can be reduced by substituting the constraint on the wages offered, (25), into the law of motion for the wage bill, (23). The resulting first order conditions lead to m(θi ) − θi m0 (θi ) , Vi ≥ 0, m0 (θi ) " # Wi 1 β(1 − π) = − 1 − δ m0 (θ) m0 (θˆi )



CVi ≥ βW i



ˆi − CˆL − (1 − β)Ui A(Ix )B i



ˆi = where B



ϕ  σ σ ˆ ρh ) ρh ∂a ¯ λu uσ +(sρh +λh h ∂i



i = u, h



(26)



(27)



ˆ The first condition describes the optimal , i = uˆ, h.



trade-off between the number of vacancies posted and the market tightness. The firm can increase hiring by posting either more vacancies or increasing the yield per vacancy. Increasing the yield per vacancy is costly because it increases the hired worker’s wage while an increase in vacancies has a direct cost, CV . The second equation describes the evolution of the firm’s hiring plan. The expression on the left-hand side is the net marginal revenue of an extra hire. If the marginal revenue is high next period, the firm will have a high yield per vacancy today. Also note that all hiring decisions are independent of the total payroll of the firm. From 20



the viewpoint of the firm, total payroll is sunk because of commitment to the promised wages. As a consequence, wage posting overcomes the problem of over-hiring in models using the Stole-Zwiebel solution since there is no longer an externality between existing and new hires.9 There is no uncertainty for firms after entering; each firm of type s follows a deterministic employment path. Therefore, the firm’s state space can be reduced to productivity and age; age is a sufficient statistic to infer a firm’s employment stock and wage bill, conditional on its productivity. Let the recruitment policy functions of firm s at age a be denoted g θ (s, a) and g V (s, a). The employment level of each type at firm s of age a ≥ 1 is given by



u(s, a) = h(s, a) =



a−1 X t=0 a−1 X



g Vu (s, t)m(g θu (s, t))(1 − γ)a−t−1 ,



(28)



g Vh (s, t)m(g θh (s, t))(1 − γ)a−t−1 ;



(29)



t=0



and u(s, 0) = h(s, 0) = 0 as the initial employment level. The firm’s shut down decision is trivial: since there is no uncertainty after the productivity shock has been revealed, in the stationary equilibrium, a firm will only exit in the first period (after s is revealed) but not after it starts hiring and producing. A firm starts exporting if the increase in revenue exceeds the fixed cost of accessing the world market. This depends on the firm’s employment stock and productivity level:



Ix (s, u, h) =



   0



h



AH + τ



−ϕ 1−ϕ



e



−1 1−ϕ



  1



AX



i1−ϕ



−



A1−ϕ H







y ϕ < fx (30)



else



Since y is monotone increasing in s and u, h, it follows from (30) that exporting firms are larger and more productive than non-exporters. Note, that the decision to start exporting this period does not affect this period’s hiring decision but rather the previous period’s 9



See for example Helpman et al., 2010, Cosar et al., 2011.
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hiring. From (27) it follows that a firm increases its recruiting efforts if next period’s marginal revenue is high. This implies that in anticipation of starting to export tomorrow, the firm starts increasing its hiring efforts today. This is consistent with recent empirical evidence which finds that firms typically start growing before they start exporting (e.g. Molina and Muendler, 2010). 3.3.2



The Entrant’s Problem



A firm enters by paying a fixed cost fe . After entering, the firm’s productivity level is reveled. At that point, the firm makes a decision whether or not to remain in operation. Let g e (s) denote the optimal continuation decision by an entering plan, with g e (s) = 1 for firms that remain active. Free entry implies that Z max



fe = s



g e (s)∈{0,1}



{V(s, 0, 0, 0, 0); 0} dG(s).



(31)



As V is increasing in s, the optimal continuation policy for an entering firm to stay is a cut-off productivity level s˜e :



   0 e g (s) =   1



s < s˜ s ≥ s˜



where s˜ satisfies: V(˜ s, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0. Firms that remain in operation then post vacancies according to an incumbent’s policy functions. 3.3.3



Invariant Distribution of Firms



Let f (s, a) denote this distribution of firms over productivity and age:



f (s, a) = (1 − δ)a N0 g e (s)dG(s),
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(32)



where N0 (s) denotes the number of newly entering firms. The distribution over employment levels f (s, u, h) follows from (28) and (29). 3.4



The Firm’s Problem in the Non-tradable Industry The non-traded good industry is perfectly competitive in the goods market but firms



still face the same labor market frictions as in the traded goods industries. Firms produce output according to the following decreasing returns production function: h i ασ σ y(s, u, h) = a ¯ λu uσ + (sρh + λh hρh ) ρh ,



where u and s denote the number of low and high skill workers employed. ρu , ρH < 0 and σ, α ∈ (0, 1). As in the differentiated goods industries, firms’ productivity s is revealed upon entry and constant over time. Thus, the firm’s problem is almost identical to the one described above and thus omitted. 3.5



General Equilibrium



Definition A stationary competitive search equilibrium for the small open economy consists  of a value functions for workers Wi (w, s), W i i=u,h , value functions V(s, u, h, Wu , Wh ), policy functions g Vu (s, a), g Vh (s, a), g θu (s, a), g θh (s, a), g e (s), Ix (s, a) for firms, an invariant distribution of firms f (s, a), a mass of entering firms {N0 (j)}j∈J+1 , aggregate income Y, a prince index for each industry {P (j)}j∈J+1 , and an exchange rate e, such that 1. Worker’s search decisions maximize their utility. 2. Firms’ recruitment decisions are optimal. 3. Entering firms make zero expected profits. 4. The aggregate resource constraint holds. 5. Markets clear. 23



6. Trade is balanced. 7. The distribution of firms is time invariant. The details describing how to compute the equilibrium can be found in the Appendix.



4 4.1



Trade and Inequality A Numerical Example As illustrated in section 2, the model delivers ambiguous results for the relationship



between inequality and trade. While it is obvious that exporting firms hire more workers, the extent to which an increase in the number of exporting firms increases or decreases the inequality depends on the relative skill intensity of exporting firms and the industry composition effects. Thus, to assess the importance of the relative skill intensities between the different industries, I present a numerical exercise. The sample economy consists of three industries, two traded and a non-traded industry (services). I will consider two scenarios: in the first scenario the economy has a comparative advantage in the high-skill intensive industry while in the second it has a comparative advantage in the low-skill industry. Note, that the economy will import and export varieties in both industries; however, the relative price between the two industries on the world market may differ from the relative price in autarky, giving the economy a comparative advantage in one industry and a disadvantage in the other. As this is a simulation exercise, the parameters are not calibrated. Nevertheless, they are chosen to be in line with the empirical estimates found in the literature and/or to generate reasonable moments of the model. The model period is one year and accordingly β = 0.96. ¯ = 0.3. The elasticity of substitution The fraction of high skill workers in the labor force h between different varieties, ϕ, is set to be 8. An elasticity of this magnitude is reasonable for narrowly defined industries (e.g. Broda and Weinstein, 2010). Since trade occurs within 24



these narrow industries, it is the appropriate choice even though the stylized example only consists of 3 industries. The expenditure shares κj are picked in order to ensure that that in autarky the overall employment in tradeable industries is one third that of the service sector and that both tradable industries have the same overall employment (with different skill compositions). This relatively small – although realistic – size of the traded sector is one of the reasons the overall effect of international trade on inequality is rather small. Lastly, the industry-wide productivity a ¯j is set such that the autarky price ratio between all industries is 1.10 Firms exit at rate δ = 0.1 and low and high skill workers separate at rate γu = 0.15 and γh = 0.1, respectively. Firms’ productivities are exponentially distributed with parameter λ = 1. For the elasticity of substitution between skilled labor and technology and skilled and unskilled labor, I choose 0.625 and 1.33, respectively. These elasticities are the same across industries and imply that more productive firms employ relatively more high-skill labor than less productive firms; within an industry, the most productive firm uses high-skill labor about 15% more intensively than the least productive firm.11 The differences in skill intensities between industries stems from variations in the weights λu and λh . They are such that in the high-skill intensive industry the ratio of low-skill to high-skill workers is 1.94 and in the low-skill intensive industry 2.59 (overall 2.26). In other words, the high-skill industry uses high skilled worker about 35% more intensively. While this may seem small at first, recall that these are two (manufacturing) industries in the same economy. The cost function for posting vacancies follows the specification used in Cosar et al. (2010) with full separability between the two skill groups in hiring:



Ch (Vh , Vu , h, u) = a (Vhη1 hη2 + Vuη1 uη2 ) 10



Alternatively, one could normalize the productivities to 1 and determine the relative price in equilibrium. The elasticities could be different across industries, further amplifying the effects. However, to avoid having too much variation in parameters and making the results less transparent, I set them to be the same. 11
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Using the values from Cosar et al., η1 = 2.3 and η2 = 0.7, implies that there are increasing marginal cost of posting vacancies which generates transition dynamics. However, the convexity is not very strong and consequently convergence in the model is relatively fast: depending on its size, a firm reaches more than 50% of its steady state employment stock within 3-4 years, and more than 90% in 8-10 years. Nevertheless, these size differences are an important source of within-group inequality. In order to grow fast, young firms offer higher wages than older firms that only need to do replacement hiring. The value of a is set to match an unemployment rate of high skill workers of 4.2%. Lastly, the matching function is Cobb-Douglas with elasticity of 0.5. The key parameters are listed in Table 4.1 and the implied targets in Table 4.2. The results for the autarky equilibrium are summarized in Table 4.3. The level of the skill premium and the unemployment rates are of reasonable magnitude. In line with Hornstein et al. (2010), the within-group dispersion generated by the model is small; the resulting wage distribution can be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Over 90% of all workers within one group receive almost identical wages. As in Kaas and Kircher (2011), young firms that wish to grow quickly offer higher wages; their high offers generate the noticeable long tail of the wage distribution. Adding on-the-job search could potentially increase the level of wage dispersion to a level more in line with the data. Unfortunately, adding on-the-job search increases the computational difficulty greatly as it makes the distribution of wages paid within a firm a state variable in the firm’s problem (the quit rates depends on the wages paid). However, while the model fails to deliver the right quantitative prediction for dispersion, the qualitative predictions are in line with the data – controlling for age, both larger and fast growing firms pay higher wages. As a result, while the model’s qualitative prediction for the link between trade and inequality are stronger, the quantitative results can be evaluated relative to the autarky equilibrium. Tables 4.5 and 4.4 summarize the results for two trade scenarios. In both scenarios,
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the world market prices and cost of exporting are chosen such that the industry with the comparative advantage exports 40% if its output, while the other industry exports 25%. More specifically, in scenario 1, the world market relative price is equal to the autarky relative price and iceberg and fixed cost are set to obtain a 40% exporting share in the highskill and a 25% export share in the low skill industry. This leads to 53.6% of all firms in the high-skill (comparative advantage) and 28.9% of all firms in the low-skill industry exporting. For scenario 2, both the iceberg and fixed cost are set to be the same as in scenario 1 and the prices are adjusted such that the export shares are reverted. In both scenarios the im- and exports make up around 19% of GDP. While in both scenarios the gains from trade are small, between 0.5 and 1%, interestingly they are smaller when the economy has a comparative advantage in the high-skill intensive industry. This can be attributed to the world market prices needed to generate high exports in the lowskill industry; in scenario 1, the world market relative price is equal to the autarky relative price, while in scenario 2 the relative price is close to 1.25. At constant relative prices, there is relatively little reallocation between industries as all gains from trade stem from within-industry trade. In that scenario, the high skill industry exports more as firms in that industry are relatively more productive. In scenario 2, the differences between the autarky and the world market relative price allows more firms in the low-skill industry to export but it also causes additional gains from trade through a stronger reallocation between industries. The country is less similar to the rest of the world and can exploit its comparative advantage. The change in the skill-premium (expressed as the difference in average log wages between high- and low-skill workers) is small, about 1 percentage point. In scenario 1, in which the economy has a comparative advantage in high-skill industries, the skill premium increases after opening to trade. Conversely, in scenario 2, in which the economy has a comparative advantage in low-skill industries, the skill premium is lower with trade than in autarky. However, the impact on the skill premium is not symmetric. If the economy’s comparative
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advantage lies in the low-skill industries, the skill premium falls less than it increases if the comparative advantage lies in the high-skill industries. This is because there are two forces at play: the first is the industry composition effect, the second is the skill bias in exporting. The industry composition effect arises because employment in the exporting industry will significantly grow while employment in the importing industry will significantly shrink. This benefits the worker type that is more intensively employed in the exporting industry – the Stolper-Samuelson effect. At the same time, in order to export, a firm needs a high skilled worker in order to afford the fixed cost, which increases the demand for high-skilled workers. If the exporting industry is high-skill intensive, the two effects work in the same direction and the skill premium is increased unambiguously (scenario 1). However, if the importcompeting industry is more high-skill intensive than the exporting industry, the two effects work in opposite direction, almost cancelling each other out (scenario 2). The small magnitude of the change in the skill premium has two reasons: firstly, relative to the overall size of the economy, there is very little trade which limits the possible effect on the skill premium. Secondly, relative to the differences in skill-intensities across industries, within an industry, the skill-intensities do not differ as much. Larger and more productive firms hire relatively more high skill workers but given the parameterization in this exercise this difference is not very strong; the ratio of skill intensity between most and least productive firm is 1.15. Therefore, the across industry reallocation plays a more important role for the skill premium. Yet, consistent with empirical evidence, the model delivers very little relocation across industries and hence a small effect on the skill premium. Turning to residual inequality, the simulations deliver an unambiguous increase in withingroup inequality. As the level of inequality is low, Table 4.5 reports on the relative change in inequality. Opening up to trade increases employment at the larger, more productive firms and shrinks the less productive firms. Relative to autarky, these larger and higher wage paying firms employ a larger fraction of workers. Given the initial distribution of workers,
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this leads to an increase in the dispersion in wages among identical workers. Not surprisingly, dispersion increases more in the respective comparative advantage industry. In the comparative advantage industry more firms export a larger fraction of their output, leading to a stronger within industry relocation and hence a larger increase in withingroup inequality. Interestingly, the disparity between the two industries is stronger in scenario 2 when the economy has the comparative advantage in the low-skill industry: in the high-skill industry the larger and more productive firms are relatively larger when compared to the low-skill industry. Therefore, in the low-skill industry there is more within industry reallocation necessary to export 40% of its output causing a larger increase in residual inequality. Similarly, the effect is stronger for low-skill than for high-skill workers since high-skill workers were already more concentrated at larger firms. Nevertheless, the model predicts only a moderate overall increase in residual inequality. The increase in inequality stems from the within industry change in the firm distribution within exporting industries. However, most workers are employed in non-traded industries and the firm distribution in the non-traded industries remains unchanged. Just as with the skill premium discussed above, the overall amount of trade is small, limiting its impact on inequality. As this exercise demonstrates, the model can deliver results for the impact of trade on inequality that can explain the ambiguous findings in the data. For the skill-premium (across-group inequality) the within-industry reallocation effect resembles the effect of skillbiased technological progress, while the across-industry reallocation (into the comparative advantage industries) causes a Stolper-Samuelson effect. For the residual (within-group) inequality the within industry reallocation increases inequality among both high-skilled and low-skilled workers. The effect on low-skill workers is stronger and the skill intensity of the comparative advantage industry matters. However, overall the effect of trade on inequality is small as only a small fraction of the labor force is employed in tradable industries.
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5



Conclusion This paper presents a structural model of the labor market that generates (a) equilib-



rium unemployment, (b) income inequality between different skill groups, and (c) income inequality between identical workers. These features are generated by search frictions in the labor market combined with heterogeneity in firm and worker productivity. The model is used to study the impact of international trade on labor market outcomes such as unemployment and inequality. A simple one-worker-one-firm model highlights two avenues for trade to affect labor market outcomes. First, trade changes the distribution of workers within an industry. More productive (exporting) firms increase their demand for high-skilled workers, forcing medium productivity firms to recruit more less productive workers instead of highskilled ones and lowering the matching probability for low productivity firms. This increases the average firm productivity, the skill premium, and within-group inequality. Second, trade changes the distribution of workers across industries. This change in the industry composition has ambiguous effects on the skill-premium and depends on the relative skill-intensities of the industries. While it might be somewhat disappointing that the model does not predict a clear relationship between trade and inequality, it helps to explain the varied findings in the literature – ultimately, the characterization of this relationship is an empirical one. In most developing countries, the evidence tends to favor an increase in inequality, suggesting that the Stolper-Samuelson effect is not very strong.12 This is consistent with the fact that developing countries experience less labor reallocation across industries due to the rigidity of their labor markets. These findings stress the importance of incorporating search frictions into trade models to address labor market implications of international trade. The most important shortcoming of the presented model is that it does not generate the sufficient of within-group inequality. Relaxing the assumption of no on-the-job-search and 12



See Goldberg and Pavcnik (2007).
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incorporating specific skills as in Kambourov (2009) and Ritter (2010) could remedy this concern. Another advantage of the model presented above that has not been exploited thus far is its dynamic nature, which allows a study of the transition after a trade reform and weighting of short-run costs and long-run benefits (see Artuc et al. 2010, Kambourov, 2009, Cosar, 2010 and Ritter, 2010). Distinguishing between short and long run effects is also desirable in understanding short run employment responses better.
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Appendix: Equilibrium in the Open Economy The stationary equilibrium can be computed using the following conditions: • Searching workers indifferent between all active submarkets, (18) • The firms’ hiring decisions satisfy (26) and (27) • Zero expected profits for newly entering firms in each industry, (31) • Invariant distribution of firms across industries, productivity levels, and ages, (32) • Aggregate resource feasibility (labor market clearing) • Market clearing for all industries • Balanced Trade Labor Market Clearing ¯ and (1 − h), ¯ respectively. Workers can Total supply of high and low skill workers is h be either employed or unemployed. Summing over all firms in all industries, labor market
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clearing requires: J+1 X Z X 



¯ = (1 − h)



j=1 a≥0



j=1 a≥0



(33)



 h(s, a) + g Vh (s, t)g θh (s, t) f (s, a, j)ds



(34)



s



J+1 X Z X 



¯ = h



 u(s, a) + g Vu (s, t)g θu (s, t) f (s, a, j)ds



s



Goods Market Clearing Aggregate income in the economy is given by:



Y=



J+1 X Z X j=1 a≥0



¯ W (j, s, a)f (s, a, j)ds + Π



s



where



W (s, a, j) =



a−1 X



wu (g θu (s, t, j))g Vu (s, t, j)m(g θu (s, t, j))(1 − γ)a−t−1
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t=0



+



a−1 X



wh (g θh (s, t, j))g Vh (s, t, j)m(g θh (s, t, j))(1 − γ)a−t−1



t=0



with wi (θi ) = (1 − β)Ui +



θi (1 − β(1 − π)) Wi m(θi ) (1 − δ)



denotes wages paid out to workers (hired in different periods) by firm (s, a, j) and



¯ = Π



J+1 X Z X j=1 a≥0



Π(j, s, a)f (s, a, j)ds −



s



J+1 X



N0 (j)fe



j=1



i ϕσ h σ where Π(s, a, j) = A(Ix ) uσ + (sρh + λh hρh ) ρh −W (s, a, j) − Cu (Vu , u) − Ch (Vh , h) − fp − Ix fx
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(36)



is the total profits of all firms.



Market clearing for composite goods j = 1, .., J requires demand to equal domestic supply plus imports " #1/ϕ X Z  y(s, a, j) ϕ −ϕ ζj Y = f (s, a, j)ds + Aj (τm e) 1−ϕ , Pj BH (j) a≥0 s  where BH (j) = 1 +



A(j)X ϕ/(ϕ−1) 1/(1−ϕ) τ e A(j)H m







.



Demand for good J + 1 (services) comes not only from consumers but also from firms to pay their fixed costs and recruiting costs: " # J+1 XZ ζJ+1 Y X + N0 (j)fe + [fp + Ix (s, a, j)fx ] f (s, a, j)ds PJ+1 s j=1 a≥0 +



J+1 X Z X  j=1 a≥0



(37)



 Cu (g Vu (s, t), u(s, a)) + Ch (g Vh (s, t), h(s, a)) f (s, a, j)ds



s



=



XZ a≥0



y(s, a, J + 1)f (s, a, j)ds



s



Trade Balance The demand function for each variety is given by −1



y(j, k) = Aj p(j, k) 1−ϕ .



A subset KjF of differentiated goods in industry j ∈ J is imported from the rest of the world. Their prices are exogenous to the economy, so one can normalize the world market price of
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the imported bundle: Z p(j, k)



−ϕ 1−ϕ



! ϕ−1 ϕ = 1.



k∈KjF



Then, the domestic price for the imported bundle P F = τm e, where (τm − 1) > 0 denotes the iceberg cost of imported goods and e denotes the exchange rate. This normalization also determines the comparative advantage of the economy. While there will be trade in all tradable industries, there will be more in some than in others, depending on the autarky relative price between industries. The price index for the differentiated good in the small open economy can then be written as Z P (j) =



p(j, k)



−ϕ 1−ϕ



+ (τm e)



−ϕ 1−ϕ



! ϕ−1 ϕ



k∈KjD



and the demand for domestic and imported varieties is given by −1



y D (j, k) = Aj p(j, k) 1−ϕ , and



−1



y F (j, k) = Aj (τm e p(j, k)) 1−ϕ ,



(38) (39)



respectively. The total expenditure on foreign goods in domestic currency is given by



EF =



J Z X j=1



=



J X



τm e p(j, k)y F (j, k)



KjF −ϕ



Aj (τm e) 1−ϕ



(40)



j=1



where second line uses the normalization of the foreign price level in each industry. Total
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export revenues are



RX



ϕ ϕ   J X Z   X y(s, a, j) 1 1−ϕ = Ix (j, s, a)f (s, a, j)ds , e A(j)X τx BX j=1 a≥0 s



 where BX = 1 +



A(j)H ϕ/(1−ϕ) 1/(ϕ−1) τ e A(j)X m



(41)



 .



Finally, balanced trade requires



RX = EF .
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(42)



Table 4.1: Parameter Selection Parameter



Value



ρh σ ϕ δ γh γu η1 η2 α h β



-.6 0.25 0.875 0.1 0.1 0.15 2.3 0.7 0.5 0.3 .96



Elasticity of substitution between skill and technology Elasticity of substitution between skill and unskilled Elasticity of substitution between varieties Firm exit rate High skill worker separation rate Low skill worker separation rate Curvature of vacancy cost function from Cosar et al. (2010) Elasticity of matching function Fraction of high skilled workers in the labor force Discount Factor
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Table 4.2: Parameter Targets Target



Value



Elasticity of substitution between skill and technology Elasticity of substitution between skill and unskilled Elasticity of substitution between varieties Unemployment rate high skilled workers Fraction of employment in services Fraction of employment in high-skill industries Fraction of employment in low-skill industries



0.625 1.33 8 4.2% 66.7% 16.7% 16.7%
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Table 4.3: Autarky Equilibrium Skill Premium 0.548 Std. Dev. log(wL ) 0.018 Std. Dev. log(wH ) 0.007 Unemployment Rate H-skill 0.042 Unemployment Rate L-skill 0.070
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Table 4.4: Simulation Results 1



% ∆Y (X+M)/GDP Exports/GDP Sector 1 Sector 2



Scenario 1



Scenario 2



0.455 0.189



1.081 0.191



0.41 0.25



0.25 0.41
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Table 4.5: Simulation Results 2



Unemployment Rate H-skill Unemployment Rate L-skill Skill Premium Std. Dev. log(wL ) Std. Dev. log(wH ) %∆ (Std. Dev. log(wL )), all industries %∆ (Std. Dev. log(wL )), high skill industry %∆ (Std. Dev. log(wL )), low skill industry %∆ (Std. Dev. log(wH )), all industries %∆ (Std. Dev. log(wH )), high skill industry %∆ (Std. Dev. log(wH )), low skill industry
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Autarky



Scenario 1



Scenario 2



0.0419 0.0701 0.548 0.0102 0.0077



0.0411 0.0692 0.558 0.0110 0.0082 7.9 14.7 12.2 6.4 11.5 7.4



0.0410 0.0690 0.541 0.0107 0.0079 4.5 9.8 16.6 3.4 6.1 13.4



Vacancy Filling Rate (all workers) 1



0.98



0.96



0.94



0.92



0.9



0.88



0.86



0.84



0.82



pre-FTA post-FTA 1



1.5



2



2.5



3



Productivity (χ)(s) Firm Firm Productivity



Figure 2.1: Static Model: Vacany Filling Rate
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